Cjx2-1810 wiring diagram
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accuracy and comprehensiveness. This article has been viewed , times. Learn more Many large
pieces of equipment are powered directly from high voltage lines. These lines far exceed the
volts AC standard in most homes. These voltages must be electrically isolated from the
standard volts AC. Contactors are used to provide this isolation. Contactors use volt standard
power to energize a magnetic coil, which causes a set of internal contacts to close and provide
higher power to the equipment. Use these tips to learn how to wire a contactor. We've been
helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a
decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality how-to help to
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Things You'll Need. Related Articles. Acquire the contactor. Make sure that the contacts of the
contactor are rated in both voltage and current to handle the expected load that will be required
by the equipment being powered. Contactors are available from building and construction
supply stores, as well as some larger hardware stores. Study the contactor manufacturer
information. The manufacturer information will identify the 2 input pins for volts AC control. The
may be 2 or more sets of output contacts identified. These contacts may be indicated on the
label as normally open NO and normally closed NC. These contacts also may be shown as a
drawing of a line from 1 contact ending in a dot the NC contact and another line from another
contact that is near the dot, but does not touch the dot the NO contact. Check for an auxiliary
output contact. Some contactors provide an auxiliary output contact as a signal to the isolated
part of the circuit that the contactor has been energized. This auxiliary contact will not be rated
at the higher voltage. Instead, it should be rated at volts AC. Route the wires. Remove all power
to the wires. Run all input and output wires to the contactor. These wires should be rated in the
manufacturer information. Use wire strippers to cut excess length off of the ends of the wire,
making sure that the wires are long enough to reach the intended contact. Wire strippers are
available at hardware stores and electric supply stores. Strip the wires. Use the wire strippers to
strip a half inch 13 mm from the ends of each wire. If the wire is stranded, twist the exposed
wire to ensure that no strands are left hanging. Stray strands may make unintended contact
with a piece of the equipment and cause damage. Wire the inputs and the auxiliary contacts.
Use a screwdriver to loosen the holding screws in the contact blocks for the wires. Insert the
wires only so far that no insulation is pushed into the contact area of the block. Make sure that
no stray strands are jutting out from the contact block. Tighten the screws on the contact
blocks. Energize the contactor. Apply the control voltage to the input. Listen for the contactor to
click as it engages. De-energize the contactor. Connect the outputs. Put the stripped end of
each wire into the appropriate contact block after loosening the screw of the block. Make sure
that no stray strands of wire are jutting from the contact blocks. Tighten down the screws of the
contact blocks. A loop is a fastener consisting of a ring that protects the inside surface of a
small hole. Yes No. Not Helpful 4 Helpful A contactor is basically just a switch. A programmable
logic circuit PLC usually consists of many electrical components controlled by a computer
program, one of which is frequently a contactor. Not Helpful 8 Helpful Phil Mckay. A contactor
operates in a similar way to a relay. The contactor contains a coil which, when energized, "pulls
in" the contacts, which will send output voltage to the desired device. Not Helpful 9 Helpful I
had to do this a few times with floodlights to be used outside. Break your circuit, L N E through
your contactor. This should now open when light, close when dark. It takes two wires, one
neutral and one switched wire for control of the contractor. The switched wire can be controlled
via a switch, controller or pilot relay. Not Helpful 5 Helpful 9. Wiring should be done when power
is off. Identify the manufacturer's info on the two input pins and the output contact, Use a cable
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power wires coming in from the photocell, circuit breaker, and lights. The black power wires will
need to be tied together externally, such as through a wire nut. Not Helpful 4 Helpful 2. Amps
represent the amount of power in an electrical current. Volts means the force pushing the
current through the circuit. Think of it like a water pipe. The amps would be the amount of water,
while volts would be the water pressure. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 8. Check the voltage and
amperage of the device you want to control and the voltage for the control coil, then match it to
the contactor. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 5. Unanswered Questions. My coil is a volt. How do I wire it

up to function? Can you connect a contactors contact on a different phase to the one you
connected the coil of the same contactor? How do I wire a volt photo cell to a volt coil on a
lighting contactor? Include your email address to get a message when this question is
answered. Submit a Tip All tip submissions are carefully reviewed before being published. All
voltages used for a contactor, including the volts AC control voltage, are potentially fatal. Make
sure that all power is turned off before any work is done on a contactor. Helpful 1 Not Helpful 0.
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Follow Us. X Help us do more We've been helping billions of people around the world continue
to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! A platform to learn electrical
wiring, single phase, 3 phase wiring, controlling, HVAC, electrical installation, electrical
diagrams. How is the connection made if their is starting and running capacitor available. Dear
soon i will publish a post about the connection of starting and running capacitor. Do you have a
diagram for a single phase motor magnetic contactor with overload relay with no nc switch and
red and green pilot light? Dear soon i will make a diagram of motor connection with contactor,
overload relay and with green and red lights. Hi in this case did you use the contactor as a
starter or to break the circuit? I am always searching online for storys that can accommodate
me. There is obviously a multiple to understand about this. I feel you made few salubrious
points in Attributes moreover. As you know that we use in every place AC motor for different
types of work. There are main two types of AC motors which are single phase and 3 phase. The
single phase motor are those motor which is working one phase and neutral ground supply for
doing his duty and a 3 phase motor required 3 phase power source. As you know that we use
cont actors for 3 phase motor for controlling, and we also know the advantages of contectors,
so what bad thing if we instill a contactor for single phase motor. Note that we did not use
contactor for one phase motor mostly because this connection can be done by a single or
double pole breaker. But There are many benefits of contactor, E. If the incoming voltage low
some time, the magnetic contactor will not set and your motor will be safe from burning in low
voltage case. This is good for those countries where the load shedding problem are living, i use
in my home a cont actor for my one phase water pump motor because i am living in Pakistan
and Pakistan are numbering in those countries where the load shedding are living. So my water
pump motor is instill so far away from my living room. Now i am telling my story, one day i
switch on by one phase water pump motor and after some time the power went. I forgot to
switch off the motor breaker and i go to market. In that time there is no one in my home and
after some time after my let off home the electric power come back and motor started
automatically due the switch on circuit breaker because i forgot to switch it off. So When i come
back to home and i open my home main door by using the key. I find that my motor was burn
due to continuously working or due to low voltage coming. I don't know what happened. Also
Read Below: How to wire One phase motor with circuit breaker? How to wire contactor for 3
phase motor? After rewinding the electric motor, i think about the solution of this problem and
safe from this accident again and i find out the motor cont actor is a best for this work. I also
published 3 phase motor wiring diagram which wired with contactor. This wiring connection is
also easy as 3 phase motor wiring. You need to wire you normally close and normally open
switch with cont actor as i wired in my last contactor diagram. Tags: Single Phase Wiring.
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electrical diagrams. Impressive work on the essayist's part. Impressive work you provided some
people do not know about best portable generator value. I really love the manual guide.
Appreciate it for this post, I am a big fan of this website would like to continue updated. Where
exactly do I find a transfer switch like the one you have pictured above? I admire what you have
done here. I like the part where you say you are doing this to give back but I would assume by
all the comments that this is working for you as well. Today i am writing about manual
changeover switch wiring diagram , as you know that we use generator as emergency power
source in our house wiring , we can do the generator changeover system in two methods, in

which one is manual and 2nd one automatic system. Automatic transfer switch Electrical
Manual Changeover Switch Wiring Diagram For Portable Generator Manual changeover switch
are mostly use in 2 types , in which one have the move able knob and 2nd one the handle
changeover switch. This post i will shown the complete method of manual or handle change
over switch , the knob type manual changeover switch wiring same like handle change over
switch and it's just like a voltmeter sector switch. Last day i am doing some new electrical
instillation, and i saw the handle type manual changeover switch, and get a photo for you, which
help you in understanding the connection. Note this post is only about handle type manual
changeover switch wiring diagram , however the knob type changeover connection is also
same. There are 3 types of changeover switches which we use for generator and main supply or
we can also use the changeover switches for two supplies. Tags: Single Phase Wiring.
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Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom. Altitude: not more than m. Pollution level: 3. Shock
Vibration: The product should be installed and used in the place without significant shaking,
shock and vibration. Installation method: Except for screw installation, but also 35mm standard
card rail installation. AC operation can installed in 35mm or 75mm card rail. The contactor for
the protective type, the action structure for the direct action, the contact for the double
breakpoint, with a small size, light weight, low power consumption, long life, safe and reliable;.
It can use building block installation to add auxiliary contact group, air delay head the delay
range shown in Table 4 , thermal relays and other accessories, combined into a variety of
derivative products see Table 3. SR2 series surge suppressor with a significant function of
surge suppression, and used with CJX2 series contact, can effectively protect the contactor to
extend the service life. And can avoid interference from the surge pulse to the PC and other
related electronic control system. In addition, it can add F4 auxiliary contact group two or four
groups or air delay head on the top, add a NCFC on either side, their combinations see Table 4
and Table 5. Before installation, check the relevant technical data. Installation, it should be
installed in accordance with the conditions as prescribed, in line with people's visual habits.
Terminal screws should be tightened, after check the wiring is correct, in case of the charged
main contact, first, it makes attracting coil power-on and on-off several times, after the test
action is reliable, it can be put into use. If there is abnormal noise when using, it may be dirt on
the core pole surface, please wipe the surface. In use, should regularly check the product
components, requiring no moving parts of the jam, fasteners without loosening, if any parts are
damaged, should be replaced. Three-phase contactor generally has eight points in total,
three-input, three-output, and two control points. Output and input are the corresponding, it is
easy to see. If you want to add self-locking, then you need to connect a line from the terminal of
output to the control point. It adds to the coil by external power supply, to produce
electromagnetic fields. Power-up and pull-in, contact points are cut-off after power-off. Know
the principle, you should figure out the power supply contacts of additional power supplies,
which is the two contacts of the coil, generally in the lower part of the contactor, and on the
each side. The other input and output are generally in the upper, look to know. Also note what is
the voltage of the additional power supplies V or V , which are generally marked. Also note that
the contact point is normally closed or normally open. If there is self-locking control, just tidy
up lines according to the original principle. When the coil is energized, the static core produces
electromagnetic force, to pull in the moving core, because the contact system is linked with the
moving core, so the moving core drive three moving contacts running at the same time, contact
closure, which connected power supply. When the coil power-off, the suction disappears,
moving core linkage part is separated by the spring reaction force, so that the main contact is
disconnected, cut off the power. Product outline and installation dimensions see Figure 1,
Figure 2 and Table 6. Scope of Application. Normal operating conditions and installation
conditions. Main parameters and technical performance. The contactor for the protective type,
the action structure for the direct action, the contact for the double breakpoint, with a small
size, light weight, low power consumption, long life, safe and reliable; 2. Outline and installation
dimensions. Controllable three-phase squirrel cage motor power AC-3 kW. Skip to main content
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